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Medicaid is a state/federal partnership. 
• The federal Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) approves 

Kansas’ Medicaid state plan. The state plan is an agreement between the state 
and the Federal government detailing how the state will administer its Medicaid 
programs. 

• The federal government typically pays for roughly 59% of Kansas’ Medicaid 
medical costs through federal matching funds. 

• Under pandemic-era rules, the current federal match rate is closer to 65%. 

States have flexibility to structure their Medicaid programs in a 
variety of ways, so long as federal law allows it. For example:

• Under a fee-for-service model, the state pays providers directly for covered 
services received by Medicaid beneficiaries.

• States may implement Medicaid managed care under several authorities, 
including state plan authority, Section 1915(b) authority, and Section 1115 
authority.

• Each source of federal authority has pros and cons; states must decide which 
model will meet its needs. 
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Background on Medicaid



• KanCare is Kansas'KanCare changed Medicaid service delivery in Kansas in 
significant ways:

• For the first time, the vast majority of Medicaid beneficiaries were required to receive 
coverage through a managed care delivery system.

• For the first time, Kansas Medicaid operated under a Section 1115 waiver. 

• The KanCare program went live on January 1, 2013.

• Long-term services and supports (LTSS) for individuals with intellectual or developmental 
disabilities (I/DD) were added one year later, in early 2014.

• KanCare is authorized under Section 1115 of the federal Social Security Act.

• Known as an “1115 waiver.”
• Under an 1115 waiver, CMS waives certain requirements in federal law in order to allow the 

state to demonstrate the effectiveness of new Medicaid initiatives.
• The first KanCare 1115 waiver ran from January 1, 2013, through December 31, 2017. 

Kansas was granted a one-year extension of that waiver through December 31, 2018.

• “KanCare 2.0” went live on January 1, 2019. 

• 5-year 1115 waiver running from January 1, 2019, through December 31, 2023.
• Three MCOs cover roughly 95% of Kansas Medicaid beneficiaries.
• Special Terms and Conditions (STCs) spell out the state’s obligations to CMS in exchange 

for 1115 waiver flexibilities. 
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1115 waivers require states to demonstrate “budget neutrality.”
• Budget neutrality means that the state’s 1115 waiver program cannot cost more 

federal dollars than our Medicaid program would cost without the 1115 waiver. 
• Kansas is subject to a limit on the amount of federal Medicaid funding the state can 

draw down during the January 1, 2019, to December 1, 2023, waiver period. To 
calculate this limit, CMS created two groups of KanCare beneficiaries: 

(1) Adults and Children, and 
(2) Aged, Blind and Disabled and Long-Term Care (ABD & LTC). 

• CMS then determined the per member, per month (PMPM) limit on how much the 
state could spend to cover each individual in those two groups. These PMPM limits 
are the state’s 1115 waiver budget neutrality caps.

• The current PMPM limits are as follows:
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• Kansas’ budget neutrality cap remains the same throughout the life of our 1115 waiver, 
regardless of changes to state law or Kansas’ Medicaid State Plan, unless CMS 
agrees to revise the cap (which is rare). 

• Kansas is at risk (i.e. will not receive federal matching funds) for costs above the 
budget neutrality cap. If it appears that a state will exceed its BN cap, CMS can put 
the state on a corrective action plan. Under our 1115 waiver STCs, if at the end of the 
waiver period the BN cap has been exceeded, “the excess federal funds must be 
returned to CMS.”

• Every change to KanCare provider rates has a potential impact on our 1115 waiver 
budget neutrality; it doesn’t matter if SGF is used or not, or if the cost is a KDHE or 
KDADS budget item.

• Some KanCare spending does not impact budget neutrality, such as the recent increase to 
the Protected Income Level. Also, provider rate increases paid outside MCO capitation 
payments (i.e. SPARK distributions and the 2021 retroactive $15/day nursing facility rate 
increase), do not impact budget neutrality.

Key takeaway: with every change to the KanCare program, we should 
consider the impact on 1115 waiver budget neutrality.
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At the beginning of the KanCare 2.0 waiver period, on paper, Kansas had 
roughly $1 billion of budget neutrality (BN) cushion and was projected to end 
the waiver period roughly $568 million below our BN cap. However, due to the 
way CMS calculated our BN cap, some expected costs were not included in 
the cap:

• The MCO privilege fee (K.S.A. 40-3213) was increased from 3.31% to 5.77% 
effective January 1, 2018. CMS split the difference and gave Kansas credit for only 
4.54%.

 This decision by CMS reduced the state’s cumulative BN cap by $234,000,000.
• The BN cap for Adults and Children was impacted by the pause in eligibility 

redeterminations during KanCare 1.0, when the state refocused KanCare
Clearinghouse efforts on processing new applications. CMS used data from this time 
period to calculate the Adults and Children BN cap. This led to the acuity of those 
KanCare members being understated. 

 As a result, the BN cap for the Adults & Children group is $139,500,000 lower than it 
should be.

• KDHE is in the process of submitting a proposal to CMS to correct the above issues, 
which have artificially lowered the state’s spending caps. If CMS accepts the 
proposal, Kansas will have more budget neutrality “breathing room,” but will not be 
obligated to spend more on KanCare. 
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Kansas’ Current Budget Neutrality Status
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